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Dedication
This story is dedicated to the children of 

the animal kingdom.

Domestic animal children bring us so much 
laughter and unconditional love. We humans 
can’t imagine a life without a dog, cat, bird or 

other such being decorating our lives!

Children of the animals of the wilds such as 
birds, bear cubs, giraffes, and whales delight 

us humans with their independence and 
wisdom.

Our dream is that one day, 
“the lion will lie down with the lamb”, as it is 

written in the Holy Bible and similar messages 
in other literary works. Our dream is that 

we can all be friends, humans and animals, 
and appreciate the gifts that each brings to 

color our world.



Preface 

Sunny The Fearless is a story of courage, 

determination and devotion.

Sunny, seeing that his forest friends were in trouble, 

fearlessly did what any true friend would do — he 

put his whole heart into helping them.

Because of Sunny’s deep love and sincerity, he 

creates miracles and shows us that really caring for 

each other is the most important thing in the world. 

Sunny The Fearless was inspired by the story-telling 

of Supreme Master Ching Hai. 



On the beautiful blue water planet in 
a billion-jeweled universe, the Earth’s 

friendly creatures had a joyful life.



Then one day, lightning struck and 
started a huge forest fire.



Everywhere, the frightened animals cried 
and ran trying to save their lives.



The vicious fire burnt their bodies. Some 
were greatly hurt and couldn’t move.



The animal babies fearfully stayed close 
to their Mommies, some now dying from 

their injuries.



Up in heaven, The Goddess of Love was 
sitting on her golden throne enjoying  

the beauty of the day.



Suddenly, all of heaven trembled. 
The Goddess of Love immediately sent an 
archangel to visit Earth to find out what 

was going on.



The archangel came back and reported: 
“Goddess, the entire Earth is on fire and 

the animals are being hurt.”



“There is this silly little bird named Sunny 
dipping his wings into the lake and trying 
to put out the fire with just a few drops of 

water. Imagine that!”



The Goddess of Love, so moved by 
Sunny’s determination and love, 

transforms herself into a huge bird with 
wings the colours of the rainbow.



Having flown to Earth, she watched the 
exhausted Sunny relentlessly sprinkling 

the fire with a few drops of water from his 
wings and her eyes welled up with tears.



“How he must love his animal friends”, 
she thought. 



The Goddess wept uncontrollably and her 
enormous tears then covered the entire 
Earth and put out the fires which were 

burning everywhere.



One sparkling tear drop filled with heaven’s 
mercy cleansed all of the suffering on the 

beautiful blue water planet.



Thus began a new Golden Era in the love of 
the Almighty God lasting millions of years.



The Gods, Goddesses, and Angels keep 
watch now from the heavens above filling 

the Earth with compassion.



A loving heart is a star in the universe.



The Goddess of Love blessed Sunny 
for his deep compassion.



“Sunny, a planet full of love 
is never a lonely one.”



“When we help each other from our 
hearts with kindness and caring, 

miracles happen.”



“Sunny, Earth is now miraculously a 
paradise because of your big heart.”





Supreme Master Ching Hai is the inspiration for The Q Life Collection of 
books and games. She is a humanitarian, peacemaker, world lecturer, 
television pioneer, best-selling author, ambassador for loving kindness 

to humans and animals, environmentalist, artist, musician, fashion designer, 
poetess and spiritual teacher. Her remarkable efforts all go towards fulfilling a 
dream of a peaceful and loving planet:

The Q Life Collection of children’s books and games brings home the message 
that all beings have intelligence. Most of us are familiar with acronyms such 
as IQ (intelligence quotient) and EQ (emotional intelligence). There exist other 
measurements such as LQ and NQ.

Supreme Master Ching Hai tells us that LQ which means Loving Quality or 
Godly Quality is a quality which all living beings hold. This is the quality of 
unconditional Love, the Love that transcends all boundaries, races and species, 
above and beyond the worldly love of husband and wife, mother and child. 

I dream that the whole world will become peaceful.
I dream that all the killing will stop.
I dream that all the children will walk in peace and harmony.
I dream that all the nations will shake hands with each other, 
protect each other, and help each other.
I dream that our beautiful planet will not be destroyed.
It takes billions, billions, and trillions of years to produce this planet 
and it’s so beautiful, so wonderful.
I dream that it will continue, but in peace, beauty and love.



This is the Love for all beings. With a high LQ we are ready to sacrifice and 
help, be it our benefactor, stranger or enemy.

This is exactly what Sunny did in this story. His high Loving Quality created 
miracles and saved his animal buddies in the forest. 

Supreme Master Ching Hai also shares that wild animals range from having 
30% to 300% LQ. For example, whales have 300% LQ, ducks have 90%, seals 
have 300%, cows have 300% while the tiger, lion and leopard because they 
savagely eat other animals have an average LQ of only 21%. 

For domestic animals they range from a high of 300% to a low of 80%. The 
figures indicate to what extent they harbor the noble, unconditional, self-
sacrificing love. For example, dogs have 110% LQ, pigs have 120%, and 
horses have 180%. 

Humans, on average, have only 20% LQ. The LQ for Saints is in the 1,000% 
range.

Noble Quality or NQ, on the other hand, enables us to be more selfless, more 
protective of our loved ones and more unconditional. NQ also means leading 
a virtuous life.

Cows have an NQ of 40% while pigs have 30%, dogs have 30% and, not 
surprisingly, tigers have 4%. The average human has an NQ of just 10%. The 
eagle has an NQ of 3%. Like tigers and lions, the eagle with an NQ of 3% 
thinks nothing of killing other beings. Swans have an average NQ of 20%.

Female animals in general have 1 or 2% higher NQ than their male 
counterpart, and in the human world it’s the same. It would seem that 
Motherhood does help to develop more unconditional love, and the more we 
exercise NQ the more NQ we will have.

In other words, many animals are more loving and more noble than us 
humans. We have much to learn from them.

We thank Supreme Master Ching Hai for sharing her ever loving and gracious 
wisdom.



About the Book’s Creators 

Sweet Dreams is a creative team of 

writers, editors and illustrators with a deep 

appreciation for the animal kingdom. 

In a salute to the animals, Sweet Dreams 

enthusiastically united their talents to 

create this book which shows the loving 

quality of both humans and animals.

Sunny the Fearless is just one in a series of 

books with the aim of showing the similar 

majestic qualities of animals and humans. 





      unny, forever the gallant bird, finds himself 
entangled in the middle of a forest fire threatening 
to engulf all of Earth. Sunny, fearing for the lives 
of his animal buddies, to no avail tries to put the 
fire out by himself. The Goddess of Love, seeing his 
amazing courage, steps in to help him.
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